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“I’m satisfied with you toughness to make sure that she can endure much less. You ought to 

take care.” Tian Ling’ emergency room reminded Godfrey. 

Lydia shut her eyes. For the very first time, she was willing to be defeated by Godfrey. She 

stated, “Godfrey, if you dare to defeat me once more, I will not allow you go.” 

Godfrey gritted his teeth. For many years, it was impossible to state that he didn’t really feel 

mistreated in all. Lydia was always on top of his head, although he surrendered his self-

respect, his rage had actually collected over the years and also ended up being a growing 

number of severe. 

” Slap!”. 

A loud slap landed on Lydia’s face. She turned around instantly and afterwards fell to the 

ground. 

This slap had actually gathered all the bitterness of Godfrey for several years. 

 

Really awesome! 

It was so cool that he couldn’t state a word. 

Godfrey suddenly really felt a great deal better in his heart. 

 

Lydia was hit so hard that she really felt dizzy. She felt a burning discomfort on her face, and 

quickly her cheeks started to swell. 

” Great, I’m quite satisfied. Allow’s just forget about it.” Tian Ling’ er slapped her hands and 

also left. 

Lydia concerned her senses; she stood up and also kicked Godfrey a few times. She 

vouched, “Godfrey, are you seeking a possibility to retaliate on me?”. 



” If I don’t hit you, will Tianling’ er allow you go?” Seeing the aggressive Lydia, Godfrey was 

afraid once again. 

Yvonne pulled Lydia, who raged, as well as said, “Mother, how can you blame father? If he 

had not struck harder, would those guard have defeated you harder than dad?”. 

Lydia understood, but she could decline that Godfrey had actually beaten her up so terribly. 

She intimidated him, “From now on, don’t come into my area.”. 

Godfrey grinned bitterly. Lydia was unreasonable; he could just accept his fate. 

” Yvonne, Samuel, that loser, simply left like that. Lydia claimed. 

Yvonne understood Samuel had actually left deliberately, yet what she said the other day 

was stated by Lydia herself. How could he blame Samuel? 

” Mother, enjoy your mouth, or it won’t be the last time,” Yvonne advised her. 

In front of the suite, Samuel was not in a hurry to go house. He was in the garden. 

He had actually allowed Lydia to make problem out of absolutely nothing for three years. 

Samuel was not willing to pull back. 

What’s even more, if he was not stubborn, his connection with Yvonne would certainly 

involve an end, since Lydia would certainly not give up making trouble in their connection. 

Sometimes, when he thought of it, he found that what Gina stated did make sense. 

It was simply that Samuel had his own strategies, so he could not expose his stamina at the 

current phase. 

Yvonne parked the car and also saw Samuel in the garden; she stopped for a moment and 

also strolled toward the suite. 

Samuel sighed and also walked up the hill course to the top of the hill. 

” I when stated that I would take you to see the landscapes there. I will certainly never 

damage my assurance.”. 



Sitting on a boulder on the mountainside, Samuel’s eyes were somewhat blurred. At the 

very same time, he additionally wanted to take Yvonne to take pleasure in the most 

beautiful landscapes in the globe. 

The Hannigan family members! 

Are you prepared to be sorry for? 

It was an unclear evening at the top of the mountain. Samuel sat for the whole evening with 

dew all over his head. He really did not stand until the skies was transforming intense. 

Extending lazily, the cracking audio of soybeans burst out from his body. 

Not long after he left the hill, Yvonne stood in Samuel’s previous placement, looking 

towards the north with yearning in her eyes. 

 


